
The Connected Construction
Professional Series: IT Roles

How to Connect Your Construction Tech
Stack to Streamline and Safeguard Your
Company’s Data and Workflows

The construction IT professional plays one of the most
important roles in a contractor'd organization.

If you’re a construction IT professional, your day-to-day challenges and responsibilities are
sprawling, with a hand in nearly every aspect of running the business—regardless of whether the
business uses a construction software suite.

The burgeoning role of the construction technology professional—or “contech” for the cool
kids—showcases IT’s importance to today’s contractors. It’s no wonder they’re among the most in-
demand tech jobs in construction, and often one of the most important roles in the
organization—defending your systems from bad guys and ensuring daily technology-related
activities run without issue.

The Role of Information Technology in the
Construction Industry



For construction information technology professionals,
the more streamlined and connected their systems are,
the better.

As a construction IT professional, the job goes far beyond everyday technology, although IT
leaders certainly still manage the deployment and usage of electronics and help employees with
any technical issues. That usually includes soft technologies like email, phone, internet and
wireless networks on work premises, as well as physical technologies like computers, mobile
devices and security cameras—along with managing the data associated with each device.

For those contractors that have transitioned their systems to a construction software suite, IT
professionals are the folks that you’ll see working to implement connected construction solutions

like Trimble Construction One across a business. IT will help maintain and update those
systems—as well as whatever other software the contractors are using—for different parts of the
business.

They’re the people making sure that HR can access employee data when they need it, or workers
in the field are able to access real-time information when they need it. Permissions, administrator
and security settings, and liaison work with software vendors will often fall under IT’s purview.

As a construction IT professional, the job
goes far beyond everyday technology.

Of course, in today’s environment, one of the most important jobs for IT professionals involves

assessing, responding to, and ultimately helping to resolve cybersecurity incidents. They’ll
typically play a key part in identifying proper cybersecurity partners and ensuring that their systems
are protected (not to mention, working with compliance to make sure employees follow best
practices regarding cybersecurity). Given the sophistication of today’s cyberattacks, and the legal
and regulatory requirements surrounding breach response, IT has the critical role of working with
legal, information security, and software vendors to help understand what systems and data were
affected—and how to get business moving again.

Finally, IT professionals are sometimes asked to pull detailed reports, create custom workflows or
apps, help create departmental dashboards for specific use, and a host of other work that most
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other employees can’t do on their own without a connected construction platform.

Learn More:

Read Why a Connected Construction Environment is a Game Changer for Your Business

What Construction IT Professionals Want

A single software suite that provides standadized data
and connected workflows throughout the organization
makes the construction IT professionals job much
easier.

The difficult, complex, and time-consuming work that faces most construction IT professionals has
helped spur technology adoption across many departments, but most businesses still don’t operate
out of a single, connected suite of construction solutions.

To further expand IT’s strength in your business, contractors need a connected, cloud-based
platform that has these key features:

Everyone in your organization is utilizing the same set of

standardized, real-time data—and that data is securely

reaching the right people, including extended project

stakeholders, when and where they need it (which helps

ensure that everyone in your company is working with up-to-

date, accurate information)

Working within the interface is easy and intuitive, with process

automation capabilities that help make work for others in the

organization even easier

https://www.viewpoint.com/blog/the-future-is-now-why-connected-construction-is-a-game-changer


Self-serve and collaborative abilities that allow different users

to source their own data and reporting needs, removing IT

from the equation and freeing them to work on other critical

tasks

The latest security features to protect user, system, and

contract/project data that, once lost or corrupted, could create

major financial distress for the business

Not sweating over server maintenance, data backups, or

major software changes because the platform is scalable and

allows you to easily implement the latest updates and

technologies, as well as surface innovations of your own

Your Connected Persona Guide:

Learn How a Connected Construction Suite can Help Every Role in Your Organization.

Why a Connected Construction Suite is Your
Answer

The cloud is providing IT managers with the flexibility to
properly scale their construction organization's tech
stack.
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For everyone across the organization—and especially for construction IT workers—Trimble

Construction One is the connected construction suite to help put your teams over the top. It’s
a platform that drives productivity, efficiency, and accuracy at each phase of the construction
project lifecycle. Leveraging cloud data and automated workflow capabilities, Trimble Construction
One ties together all facets of each project, from estimating and bidding through workforce
management to project closeout and delivery, in one collaborative working environment.

For IT professionals in particular, this means acting as the gatekeeper and quarterback of a truly
connected construction environment that brings real-time, shared data to daily operations. Trimble
Construction One helps bring together the entire organization, as well as extended project holders,
into the fold.

Watch what a true connected construction environment could deliver for your organization:

Want to learn more? Connect with Trimble Viewpoint today for your own personal tour
of how Trimble Construction One could reshape your construction organization.
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